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An overview

I What is the patent premium in exports, in terms of volumes,
prices and quantities

I Is it more of a monopoly or market-expansion effect?

I The richness of the data enables us to
I a) control for a variety of confounding factors
I b) ultimately distinguish a “patent protection effect” from a

more generic “innovation effect”

I We study the relative timing of exporting and patenting

I Much to learn from a novel dataset matching patents to
transactions in international trade (firm-product-country)
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Background
A wealth of evidence supports the view that intellectual property
(IP) rights are very relevant in explaining international trade flows.

I Aggregate Country-Industry level. Among OECD countries
and across several sectors, close relationship between
technological performance, proxied by patents, and export
performance, proxied by export market shares (Soete, 1981,
1987, and many others followed).

I Positive effect of innovation on export also at the firm level.
Most evidence from survey data, i.e. Community Innovation
Survey (CIS), (among others Cassiman et al., 2010; Castellani
and Zanfei, 2007; Van Beveren and Vandenbussche, 2010;
Wakelin, 1998). On the contrary, the use of patents have been
much limited. Two exceptions are Aghion et al., 2018; Dosi
et al., 2015.
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Background

Although the level of analysis is different, country-sector and firm,
common perspective: patents as an inherent expression of superior
capabilities, either of the firm or the industry, conducive to better
performance in international markets

I In line with theoretical and empirical evidence of self-selection
from international trade (Bernard et al., 2003, 2007a,b;
Melitz, 2003)

I Hence, not surprising to find a higher propensity to export
among patenting firms.
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An institutional perspective

Concurrent and complementary view on IP: an institutional
perspective

I strengthening of IP rights in a country leads to more exports
to that country (Ivus, 2010; Lin and Lincoln, 2017; Maskus
and Penubarti, 1995; Palangkaraya et al., 2017; Smith, 1999).

I Most studies at industry-level export data. Lin and Lincoln,
2017 the first to exploit a matched firm level dataset on
exports and patents: patenting firms are more likely to export
to countries that went through a strengthening of IP
protection. But only US patents.
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Why do IP institutions enable trade?

The finding that IP institutions enable international trade can arise
from two mechanisms that are not mutually exclusive but with
entirely different policy implications.

1. Increase in the strength of protection lead to technological
upgrading by local firms, which in turns is conducive to
international trade. Patent system stimulates economic growth
(Gould and Gruben, 1996; Hu and Png, 2013) and affect R&D
incentives (Arora et al., 2008).

2. An increase in the strength of protection may provide the
necessary guarantee for exporting firms to start selling in the
target market. Profiting from tech innovation (Teece, 1986).
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Our contribution

I Previous works cannot identify which mechanisms are at work
because they are silent on whether the exported goods are
protected by patents in the export markets.

I Is the export premium related to a general ‘innovation effect’
or is due to a ‘patent protection effect’?

I We can fill this gap as we observe international patenting
activity of firms at the country-product level.

I What is the source of the export premium? What are patents
actually capturing?
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Our contribution

Cross-Section: 2 fundamental sources of heterogeneity. Firm: a
given product exported by 2 firms in a given country, where the
product is protected by one firm but not by the other; and Country :
a given product by a given firm exported to 2 countries, product is
protected in one country but not in the other).

Over time: by observing changes in patent protection status over
time for a given product by a given firm in a given country
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Our contribution

The empirical analysis proceeds in two steps

I First, it investigates the timing and whether the decision to file
for patents in a country is associated with a higher likelihood
of exporting to that country. The strength of the relationship
between patenting and export will be an indication of the
importance of the second mechanism

I Second, the analysis investigates how patent protection in a
country is associated with the levels of exports in that country,
also considering quantity and price, as proxied by unit values.
This part of the analysis will allow us to better understand the
exact role that patents play in the export decision
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Data sources: export data

I Transaction-level exports from French customs (DGDDI) at
the firm-product-country level

I Export value and quantity, period 2002-2011 (yearly)
I Product data originally at EU CN8, aggregated at HS6

(product category)
I Unit value can be computed as export value over quantity
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Data sources: patent data
I French patent office (INPI) and EPO
I Using French patent document numbers, we identify (using

PATSTAT) patent applications belonging to the same patent
family across 90 national patent offices. From PASTAT, we
also recover priority year and technological class (CPC)

I Data on patent applications. Two reasons:
I Pending patents already offer some level of protection. As a

matter of fact, many products are commercialized with a
pending patent

I A firm may still want to export in a country even if the patent
is refused because the technology has been disclosed

I If only granted patents have an effect, we expect a downward
bias

I Assume average lifetime of patents of 10 years (Rassenfosse
and Jaffe, 2018)

We match export and patent information at different levels: firm,
firm-country, firm-product, firm-product-country
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A slice of the dataset, year 2011

Exporters Patentees Exporters with patents
Levels of matching

Firm Firm-country Firm-product f-p-c
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

#Firms 92,165 8,331 4,251 3,663 3,115 2,596
#Patents . 81,774 63,401 58,979 53,519 48,954

#CPC . 628 . . 547 538
#Products 4,182 . 3,748 3,621 2,878 2,692
#Countries 230 86 222 72 219 72

Obs. with Pat (%) . . 21.8 13.5 9.89 5.54
Exports with Pat (%) . . 41.9 33 34.8 27.4

⇒ Total export transactions: 1, 955, 535. Product coverage 4000+ of total
5000+.

⇒ In 2011, 10-year stock of patent applications: 81,774. Technological classes
(CPC): 625 of total 641.
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A slice of the dataset, year 2011

Exporters Patentees Exporters with patents
Levels of matching

Firm Firm-country Firm-product f-p-c
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

#Firms 92,165 8,331 4,251 3,663 3,115 2,596
#Patents . 81,774 63,401 58,979 53,519 48,954

#CPC . 628 . . 547 538
#Products 4,182 . 3,748 3,621 2,878 2,692
#Countries 230 86 222 72 219 72

Obs. with Pat (%) . . 21.8 13.5 9.89 5.54
Exports with Pat (%) . . 41.9 33 34.8 27.4

⇒ Exporters and Patentees are matched using the unique SIREN code

⇒ 4% (3,713/92,165) of patenting exporters account for 22% of transactions
and 42% of export value
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A slice of the dataset, year 2011

Exporters Patentees Exporters with patents
Levels of matching

Firm Firm-country Firm-product f-p-c
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

#Firms 92,165 8,331 4,251 3,663 3,115 2,596
#Patents . 81,774 63,401 58,979 53,519 48,954

#CPC . 628 . . 547 538
#Products 4,182 . 3,748 3,621 2,878 2,692
#Countries 230 86 222 72 219 72

Obs. with Pat (%) . . 21.8 13.5 9.89 5.54
Exports with Pat (%) . . 41.9 33 34.8 27.4

⇒ Link patent applications for firm in a specific country to all its exports to
that country

⇒Firms tend to patent where they export: only 10% of patents in countries
with no export

⇒ Transaction from 22% down to 13.5%, but values from 42% to 33%

Why this 10% of patents in countries with no export? Four logical explanations: a) not yet exported

there; b) no longer; c) suspended; d) never intended to (seek only protection)
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Intuition behind the (probabilistic) Patent-Product match
“Algorithmic approach [enables] to construct concordances between
the IPC (or CPC) system [...] and industry (or product)
classification such as ISIC, NAICS, HS. ‘Algorithmic Links with
Probabilities’ (ALP) approach mines patent data using keywords
extracted from industry [product] descriptions and processes the
resulting matches using a probabilistic framework.” From “Getting
patents and economic data to speak to each other”, Lybbert and
Zolas, 2014. See also Goldschlag et al., 2016

I To each product-patent match is associated a probability

I In the following we use a dummy = 1 if probability > 0.
Results do not change significantly when using higher
thresholds
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A slice of the dataset, year 2011

Exporters Patentees Exporters with patents
Levels of matching

Firm Firm-country Firm-product f-p-c
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

#Firms 92,165 8,331 4,251 3,663 3,115 2,596
#Patents . 81,774 63,401 58,979 53,519 48,954

#CPC . 628 . . 547 538
#Products 4,182 . 3,748 3,621 2,878 2,692
#Countries 230 86 222 72 219 72

Obs. with Pat (%) . . 21.8 13.5 9.89 5.54
Exports with Pat (%) . . 41.9 33 34.8 27.4

⇒ Transaction from 22% down to 10%, but values from 42% to 35%

⇒ Patenting firms export 3,748 HS6, but the set of product “backed” by
patents is smaller (2,878): different patent intensity across products

But also, firms’ patents cover product categories outside the export portfolio. Same four logical

explanations as in the firm-country case
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A slice of the dataset, year 2011

Exporters Patentees Exporters with patents
Levels of matching

Firm Firm-country Firm-product f-p-c
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

#Firms 92,165 8,331 4,251 3,663 3,115 2,596
#Patents . 81,774 63,401 58,979 53,519 48,954

#CPC . 628 . . 547 538
#Products 4,182 . 3,748 3,621 2,878 2,692
#Countries 230 86 222 72 219 72

Obs. with Pat (%) . . 21.8 13.5 9.89 5.54
Exports with Pat (%) . . 41.9 33 34.8 27.4

⇒ Transactions covered by a patent at the firm-product-country level are 5.5%
and account for 27% of export value
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Descriptive Statistics

Table 1: Breakdown of patent applications across sectors, years 2002-2011 (OECD
tech int.)

Firm Firm-product
No obs. mean process No obs. mean weight process

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
High-tech 12,986 2.35 0.22 111,749 1.30 0.46 0.19
Medium-high-tech 25,767 1.07 0.24 167,280 1.40 0.42 0.29
Medium-low-tech 14,446 0.49 0.26 131,026 0.67 0.18 0.25
Low-tech 38,966 0.09 0.24 232,624 0.12 0.05 0.20
Total 92,165 0.75 0.24 642,679 0.77 0.24 0.24

⇒ Col. (1-3): Firm-level statistics. Firms assigned to sectors according to the
most important product (exp share)

⇒ Col. (4-7): Firm-product level statistics

⇒ Col. (3) and (7): average share of patents related to a process innovation,
Ganglmair (in progress)
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The relative timing of patenting and export
Does patenting tend to anticipate exporting or viceversa?
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Figure 1: Distribution of the time interval between the first patent and the first
export at the firm-product-country level.

Around 90% of observations are between zero and eight
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The relative timing of patenting and export

Does patenting tend to anticipate exporting or viceversa?
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Figure 2: Distribution of the time interval between the first patent and the first
export at the firm-product-country level. Patent and export data from 2004. Source:
our elaborations on the combined dataset
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Patents and export destinations
Patenting firms usually file for patents in countries to which they
export

We estimate the correlation between two binary variables collapsing data to
firm-country level (due to computation feasibility):

DExpfct = a+ βDPatfct + θf + θct + εfct (1)

DExpfct = a+ βDPatfct + θfc + θt + εfct (2)

I DExpfct indicates whether firm f exports to country c in year t
I DPatfct indicates whether firm f has patents in country c at time t.
I (1): θf and θct : firm fixed effects and destination-year fixed effects.

Standard in trade literature
I (2): θfc : firm-destination fixed effects. Exploit variation in time in the

patenting status within firm-destination pair
I High-dimensional fixed-effects: around 8,500 firm effects and 2,000

destination-year effects in (1); around 1,400,000 firm-destination effects
in (2). We use the high-dimensional fixed effects estimator developed by
Correia, 2017
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Patents and export destinations

Table 2: Patents and export destinations, 2002-2011

(1) (2)Restr. (3) (4)Restr.

DPatfct 0.086*** 0.011*** 0.026*** 0.010***
(0.010) (0.002) (0.002) (0.001)

Firm FE Yes Yes No No
Country-Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
Firm-Country FE No No Yes Yes
N 14,297,697 10,272,171 14,084,509 10,070,648
adj. R2 0.301 0.039 0.672 0.167

I (1) Within-firm change in destination specific patent status: 8.6% ⇑ in
the probability to export to the country

I (3) Within firm-destination change in patent protection: 2.6% ⇑

I (2 & 4) restrict to firms that never exported in destination c before time
t (interpret as add a destination)
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Patents and export value: extensive and intensive margin

I Explore the effects of patenting activity on values, quantity
and unit value in the observed firrm-product-country flows

I Firm’s total exports to a product-country destination are
decomposed into extensive (quantity) and intensive margins
(unit values)

lnXfpc = lnQuantityfpc + lnUnitValuefpc (3)

I lnXfpc is the log value (in euro) of exports by firm f in
product p to country c , Quantityfpc is the physical quantity
(in kilo) of good p exported to country c and UnitValuefpc is
the unit value of the transaction.
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Patents and export value: cross-sectional analysis

We exploit two sources of heterogeneity, i.e. firm and country, by
estimating several regression equations having the following form:

lnYfpc = a+ βDPat + θ + εfpc (4)

I lnYfpc denotes the logarithm of, alternatively, total value,
quantity and unit value of the firm’s exports in the
country-product pair

I DPat is a dummy for patent coverage, and θ a set of fixed
effects. We measure DPat at different levels of granularity

I We perform the analysis for three cross-sections: 2002, 2007,
and 2011
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Patents and export value: cross-sectional analysis.
Firm-level heterogeneity

Table 3: Across firms, within destination-products markets: firm-country and
firm-product-country dummy

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
ln Xfcpt ln Quantityfcpt ln UnitValuefcpt ln Xfcpt ln Quantityfcpt ln UnitValuefcpt

2002

DPatfc 0.722*** 0.597*** 0.124***
(0.034) (0.030) (0.010)

DPatfpc 1.497*** 1.449*** 0.048***
(0.087) (0.077) (0.014)

Country-Product FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Firm FE No No No No No No
N 1,542,699 1,542,699 1,542,699 1,542,699 1,542,699 1,542,699
adj. R2 0.203 0.409 0.665 0.210 0.414 0.664
N clusters 212 212 212 212 212 212

Firm A - Product 1 - Patent Brazil

Firm B - Product 1 - No Pat Brazil
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Patents and export value: cross-sectional analysis.
Firm-level heterogeneity

Table 4: Across firms, within destination-products markets: taking into account
process-related patents, firm-product-country dummy

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
ln Xfcpt ln Quantityfcpt ln UnitValuefcpt ln Xfcpt ln Quantityfcpt ln UnitValuefcpt

2002

DPatfpc 1.596*** 1.505*** 0.092*** 1.442*** 1.346*** 0.097***
(0.090) (0.076) (0.021) (0.080) (0.068) (0.022)

DProcessfp ∗ DPatfpc 0.343*** 0.355*** -0.011
(0.044) (0.051) (0.014)

Country-Product FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Firm FE No No No No No No
N 1,496,021 1,496,021 1,496,021 1,496,021 1,496,021 1,496,021
adj. R2 0.211 0.416 0.666 0.211 0.416 0.666
N clusters 210 210 210 210 210 210
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Cross-sectional analysis. Country-level heterogeneity

Table 5: Across destinations, within firms-products: firm-country and
firm-product-country dummy

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
ln Xfcpt ln Quantityfcpt ln UnitValuefcpt ln Xfcpt ln Quantityfcpt ln UnitValuefcpt

2002

DPatfc 0.496*** 0.534*** -0.038***
(0.061) (0.061) (0.008)

DPatfpc 0.739*** 0.740*** -0.001
(0.079) (0.079) (0.008)

Firm-Product FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Country FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
N 1,197,529 1,197,529 1,197,529 1,197,529 1,197,529 1,197,529
adj. R2 0.552 0.687 0.852 0.552 0.687 0.852
N clusters 228 228 228 228 228 228

Firm A - Product 1
Country BRA - Patent

Country USA - No Pat
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Before and after effects
We now exploit the time dimension by estimating the following
equation:

lnYfpct = a+ βDPatfpc + θfpc + θct + εfpct (5)
I θfpc are a set of firm-product-country fixed effects and θct destination-year

fixed effects
I Identification of β depends solely on the ‘switchers,’ i.e.,

firm-product-countries flows that either switch from 0 to 1 (starting to
patent) or from 1 to 0 (meaning that they do not have any patent in the
previous 10 years).

I The set of destination-year fixed effects (θct) account for destination
specific time varying characteristics that are common to both groups
(switchers and non-switchers). For instance, Coelli et al., forthcoming
show that most favored nation (MFN) tariff cuts in the aftermath of the
Uruguay Round in 1994 had a large effect on firm-level innovation by
improving market access. Similarly, Aghion et al., 2018 show that French
firms respond to demand shocks in their export destinations by patenting
more. Our set of destination-year fixed effects account for all these
effects.
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Before and after effects

Table 6: Exports and firm-product-country patents, 2002–2011

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
ln Xfcpt ln Quantityfcpt ln UnitValuefcpt ln Xfcpt ln Quantityfcpt ln UnitValuefcpt

DPatfpc 0.090*** 0.098*** -0.007*** 0.090*** 0.102*** -0.012***
(0.007) (0.007) (0.003) (0.008) (0.008) (0.003)

N 3,427,558 3,427,558 3,427,558 2,849,061 2,849,061 2,849,061
adj. R2 0.799 0.831 0.860 0.792 0.817 0.842
N clusters 2107 2107 2107 1886 1886 1886

Firm-Product-Country FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Country-Year FE Yes Yes Yes No No No
Product-Country-Year FE No No No Yes Yes Yes

I A within firm-product-country switch in patenting status is associated with an average increase
in export value of around 10%, mostly associated with a quantity effect

I Col. (4)-(6) add Product-Country-Year FE

I The sample contains only patenting firms. Results are very much similar when we use: all firms;
only switchers from 0 to 1; only switchers from 1 to 0

I Robust standard errors clustered at destination-year level in parenthesis
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Before and after effects

Table 7: Exports and firm-product-country patents: accounting for firm-products
time-varying effects

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
ln Xfcpt ln Quantityfcpt ln UnitValuefcpt ln Xfcpt ln Quantityfcpt ln UnitValuefcpt

DPatfpc 0.063*** 0.057*** 0.006 0.064*** 0.058*** 0.006
(0.011) (0.012) (0.005) (0.013) (0.014) (0.006)

N 3,122,592 3,122,592 3,122,592 2,540,788 2,540,788 2,540,788
adj. R2 0.839 0.863 0.886 0.834 0.851 0.867
N clusters 2106 2106 2106 1886 1886 1886
Firm-Product-Country FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Firm-Product-Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Country-Year FE Yes Yes Yes No No No
Product-Country-Year FE No No No Yes Yes Yes

I In this specification, we also add Firm-Product-Year FE. Identification through changes in
patenting status of a given firm-product in a subset of its destination markets

I The magnitude is reduced by around one third with respect to previous Table. This reduction
can be related to capturing only the ‘patent protection effect’
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Sectoral heterogeneity

Table 8: Exports and firm-product-country patents, by sectors, 2002–2011

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
ln Xfcpt ln Quafcpt ln UVfcpt ln Xfcpt ln Quafcpt ln UVfcpt

High-tech 0.522*** 0.559*** -0.037*** 0.122*** 0.142*** -0.020***
(0.016) (0.017) (0.006) (0.012) (0.014) (0.008)

Medium-high-tech 0.687*** 0.708*** -0.021*** 0.110*** 0.123*** -0.014***
(0.019) (0.019) (0.004) (0.012) (0.012) (0.005)

Medium-low-tech 0.485*** 0.486*** -0.001 0.023* 0.022* 0.001
(0.016) (0.016) (0.006) (0.013) (0.013) (0.006)

Low-tech 0.502*** 0.478*** 0.025*** 0.124*** 0.134*** -0.010
(0.017) (0.017) (0.005) (0.014) (0.014) (0.006)

Pharmaceutical Products 0.311*** 0.280*** 0.031* 0.132*** 0.104** 0.028
(0.029) (0.031) (0.016) (0.044) (0.046) (0.025)

I Col. (1-3): Firm-product and country-year FE; Col. (4-6): Firm-product-country and
country-year FE

I Estimate on Pharma in Col. 3quite close to the average price increase experienced by a patented
molecule as in Duggan et al., 2016.
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Robustness

I Placebo analysis
I Selection
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Placebo
I There could be some non-switching firm-product-countries

trade flows with a dynamics similar to the switchers.
I There could be some underlying factor, other than the

patenting, that affects the dynamics of the switchers and
non-switchers.

I a) we select firms with 10 years; b) we exclude obs that are
matched to a patent (≈ 18%), and randomly reassign their
different sequences of ‘0’ and ‘1’ to the other
firm-product-country transactions

I After each random assignment, we estimate regression on
panel on the resulting sample. We obtain a distribution (1,000
simulations) of coefficients on DPatfpc

I The impact of patenting is on average 0 when we randomly
assign treatment and control with country-products-year fixed
effects
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Placebo

(a) With country-year fixed effects
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The red line shows the coefficient obtained on real data

(b) With country-product-year fixed effects
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Figure 3: Distribution of coefficients on DPatfpc in the export value estimation of
Equation 5 on simulated data
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Accounting for selection in exporting
I Selection in exporting could bias our results. A non-patenting

firm that exports a given product to a given destination may
have an above-average export performance due to some
unobserved characteristics.

I This would make our results are more conservative

I Before-and-after analysis already accounts for cross-sectional
dimensions of selection bias usually investigated in the trade
literature (Crozet et al., 2011)

I Selection over time. Expand our dataset at the f-p-c to include
zeros when a trade flow is not observed.

I We estimate an export equation in levels with the zeros via the
pseudo-ML poisson (Silva and Tenreyro, 2006)

I A change in DPatfpc is associated with an increase in export
value of around 26 percent, confirming that previous estimates
are conservative with respect to selection.
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Accounting for selection in exporting

Table 9: Exports and firm-product-country patents: extensive and intensive margins

(1) (2) (3)
Dep. variable Dexp ln Xfcpt Xfcpt

DPatfpc 0.007*** 0.085*** 0.234***
(0.000) (0.007) (0.031)

N 23,895,179 1,516,737 23,895,179
adj. R2 0.584 0.792
Pseudo R2 0.924
N clusters 770 757 757
Firm-Product-Country FE Yes Yes Yes
Country-Year FE Yes Yes Yes
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Concluding remarks
I The results of the empirical analysis provide an unprecedented perspective

on the patenting and exporting behaviour of firms
I There is overwhelming evidence suggesting that patenting activity

precedes exporting in a given product-country destination.
I The cross-sectional evidence robustly suggests that export transactions

display a much higher export value when they are covered by a patent.
The patent premium is always larger than 30 percent across specifications
and samples.

I Quite interestingly, the premium is almost completely explained by a
quantity effect. Unit values on transactions covered by patents are higher
only in some selected sectors, most notably, pharmaceuticals.

I Exploiting the longitudinal dimension, we can also assess the effect of a
patent filing on a continuing export transaction. Over time, patenting is
associated with an increase in the value of exports of around 10 percent
and again this is mainly due to a quantity effect

I These findings are robust to a series of alternative specifications and to a
placebo test
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Concluding remarks

I Taken together the results point to the existence of a relevant patent
premium on the export values for transactions associated with patent
protection

I Our evidence support more the market-expansion hp than the monopoly
effect
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